
M iranda Askie and
her business partner
– not twin but

younger by one year – sister
Marleen spent their early
years in Dominica. She re-
members their seamstress
mother, and earliest fashion
influence, indulging the fash-
ion games they played in
their yard in Portsmouth. 

They also grew up and
live here in their dad’s birth-
place, Antigua. And Covid
realities resulted in the sisters
once again bringing fashion
home, with the relocation in
2020 of their business to their
front yard on Manix Drive in
Potters.

Miranda and Marleen,
also known as fitness gurus,
have had their foot in fashion
for some years. Miranda,
more specifically, has made a
name for herself as a jew-
ellery, clothing, bag, and soon
to be, shoe designer. The one
time and still some time
model describes her aesthetic
as bold, and, from her signa-
ture half-necklaces to her
colourful fabric choices and
how she makes white any-
thing but boring, who can
argue.

“I don’t limit my thought
process when I’m being cre-
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Miranda Askie Designs:
Not Cookie Cutter 

The Sisters: Miranda, right in white, and Marleen, left, in Miranda Askie Designs, cloth-
ing and jewellery, at their studio/boutique in Potters Village
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One of the author’s fave designs
and styling from the Emanuel

Dascaliuc shoot.



ative.” 
She’s creating more than

ever, while becoming more
active on social media, in-
creasingly orienting her on-
line presence toward the still
growing business, which has
a loyal client base at home
and in the diaspora. Earlier
outlets were in Sugar Ridge,
the old airport, and Redcliffe
Quay. Miranda and I talk
about the potential integra-
tion of culture, tourism,
branding, and development
that could have been at the
new (as of 2015) airport and
how, instead, the move from
the old VC Bird terminal ef-

fectively saw many local
businesses left behind. She
suggests that the last open
store area travellers walk
through before departure
could have been “one store
and all you get is local, a local
marketplace, right at the air-
port; (but) they had no
wish…they did not care
about the local people”. 

Many artists have
lamented that the local envi-
ronment is not enabling, and
the airport saga is but one ex-
ample. Miranda makes a
more current comparison
with Trinidad where a Covid
relief grant programme was

put in place for those work-
ing in the creative arts.

But innovators make a
way and Miranda continues
to do just that.

“The plan was to stay in
Redcliffe Quay and I was
going to teach classes in jew-

ellery making and wholesale
jewellery parts…but then
Covid happened.” It was her
sister’s idea to take the busi-
ness home rather than con-
tinue to rent in town in a
lockdown. There’s an An-
tiguan-ism that seems fash-

The Askie sisters in a screen capture from one of Miranda Askie Designs
social media initiatives, Fashion, a conversation series on YouTube. White, never boring.
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The CREATIVE SPACE author, left in yellow, in NY in pre-pandemic times at the Brooklyn Book Fair in Miranda Askie Designs, clothing and jew-
ellery, alongside other authors from the Caribbean.



By Alister Thomas

The recent Unites States
government designation of
Cuba as a state sponsor of
terrorism is unjust and
grossly unfair. The outgoing
Trump administration’s
hegemonic and unilateral
designation on our most al-
truistic and humanitarian
Caribbean member state is a
criminal outrage.

It is my hope, that with
the priceless contributions
of the Caribbean citizenry
and region – contributions
that have spanned centuries
- to the United States’ devel-
opment and status in the
world, that the foreign policy
of the new Biden/Harris ad-
ministration will commit to
the following:

A foreign policy that will
be more respectful of the

sovereignty and independ-
ence of the nations of the
Caribbean, Latin America,
and Africa, and a foreign
policy that will lead to gen-
uine bilateral and multilat-
eral relations.

A reversal of all the ret-
rograde policies and enact-
ments of Trumpianism that
were spitefully imposed on
these countries and their
people, causing untold hard-

ship and suffering. 
The creation of a new

and progressive foreign pol-
icy that will be mutually re-
spectful and beneficial to all
of the geopolitical regions of
the world and their people.

Such actions, once en-
acted by the incoming
Biden/Harris administra-
tion, will ensure a more
peaceful and equitable re-
gion and world.

ion appropriate here, every
spoil ah wan style, because the
sisters have an alluring home
base with a yoga studio up-
stairs and Miranda Askie De-
signs downstairs. “I’m very
comfortable,” Miranda said,
but not too comfortable (“I
still get dressed like I’m going
to work”).

Miranda’s designs, and I
speak from experience, have
the power to make women
say wow, I want that, I want
to be that – elegant, bold, and
100 percent Caribbean. She
has no doubt that her cloth-
ing and accessories make
women feel special, account-
ing for why women in one of
the fashion capitals of the
world, New York, still send
home for Miranda Askie
originals and set up salons
for her to meet and show to

potential clients among their
network. And Miranda is not
too precious to design to
client needs – a practical
seamstress sensibility (“I de-
sign what I think they will
like”) mixing with her cre-
ativity (“I’m just doing me”)
– even sending pictures of
new designs out for client
feedback.  

Miranda’s grounding in
fashion has been a mix of ex-
posure (eg a 2017 exchange in
China), apprenticeship (with

Antigua’s premier fashion
guru, Calvin S), courses (in
fashion and jewellery mak-
ing), inspiration (“when
you’re creating, you’re seeing
something else”), finding her
aesthetic (“I like asymmetri-
cal”), and her own je ne sais
quoi. And now, on a new
path, hoping to attract a team
to assist and guide her, she
said, with a sense of excite-
ment and the uncertainty of
discovery, “the possibilities,
of creative arts, (are) endless”.

The world is in need of a new
United States foreign policy
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Miranda Askie, bold fashion.

A fashion shoot with Emanuel Dascaliuc, models in Miranda Askie Designs; the two in the middle pairing her
pants with swimsuits by Nisa Nolasco.


